
DRAGONKING 

Project Info  

Project Name：DRAGONKING     

Token Symbol：DragonKing

Project ICON:   
  

 

Is Presale：No

Total Supply：50,000,000,000,000

Circulating Supply：13,270,000,000,000

Token Holders：20,539

Contracts Adress：

 

  

 

BNB Smart Chain (BEP20):  0x11ac6af070fe1991a457c56fb85c577efe57f0e4

Blockchain Explorer：
https://bscscan.com/token/0x11ac6af070fe1991a457c56fb85c577efe57f0e4

Tags：BNB Chain Ecosystem

Official website：https://dragonkingunited.com/

Whitepaper：https://dragonkingunited.com/wp-

content/uploads/2023/03/DragonKing-

WhitePaper%EF%BC%88EN%EF%BC%89_compressed.pdf

Twitter：https://twitter.com/Dking_united99

Telegram：https://t.me/dragonkingofficialchannel

Project Introduction：

Dragonking token is one of the fastest growing community in crypto 

memes.Dragonking is on a mission to bring crypto to the average person. Dragonking 

is built on binance smart chain with extremely fast 5 second block times and cheaper 
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gas fees than ethereum.With decentralized exchanges on BSC offering lightning-fast 

swaps and extremely low fees, BSC has started to become one of the most widely used 

blockchains for Decentralized Finance (Defi). Dragonking has learned a few tricks and 

lessons from meme father, Doge and Dogeking etc. Dragonking has serious mission of 

bringing crypto adoption to the main stream with new concepts such as holding 

rewards, de-centralised exchanges etc.

 

DEX Markets Info

First Trading Date：2023-03-23 

Buy Tax On DEX Exchange：6%

Sell Tax On DEX Exchange：6%

Contract Verified(Whether this contract is open source)：YES

Contract Renounced： YES

What is Contract Renounced?

Renouncing a smart contract means that the contract's creator will no longer have 

control over it,so no one can mint new tokens,rise taxes,blacklist wallets or other 

dangerous contract functions for investors and holders

All-time high：on Jun 03, 2023   $0.0000009196

All-time low：on Jun 09, 2023     $0.00000002234

Project Comments  

1. On March 23, 2023, a trading pair was created for the first time on the 

decentralized trading market Pancakeswap, and from the market trading situation 

since its launch, although the transaction depth is not large, the transaction is still 

very active;
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2. Starting on June 5, all altcoins began to fall off a cliff due to the SEC's lawsuit 

against Binance and Coinbase; On June 9 DragonKing fell -89%, the lowest price 

was 0.00000001981; Then the market began to climb and fluctuate, and the 

current price is 0.00000005308, which has doubled;

In line with Memecoin's hot spot, the price of cryptocurrencies may be affected by 

macroeconomic activities, regulatory restrictions, supply and demand, investor 

sentiment or even celebrities, etc., this bullish factor can quickly push the price of 

tokens up in a short period of time;

 

  

3. DragonKing Tokenomics: Tokens are only owned by people and have dividends, 

and the transaction tax is 6%; The trading volume in the past 24 hours reached 

$691.03K, which is currently a hot project on DEX;

 

  

4. DragonKing's plan and roadmap: First of all, as a community-driven project, the 

DragonKing creators gave up the right to contract management, meaning that no 

one can mint new tokens, increase taxes, blacklist wallets or other contract 

features that are dangerous for investors and holders, and are governed entirely 

by community drive; According to the roadmap, the third step goal has been 

achieved and the next step is to list on the CEX exchange;
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